Cb750 oil lines

Vintage and Classic Hondas. Search everywhere only in this topic. Advanced Search. Classic
List Threaded. Oil lines. I've got an oil tank with 4 ports. Do I need a vent of some kind or just
the two oil lines. Gettin a little closer on the Legion Rider Bike. Re: Oil lines. If the tank does not
have a vented cap, you will need a vent on one of the fittings. I don't have an anger problem. I
have an idiot problem. Hank Hill Never confuse education for intelligence. Happiness is a belt
fed weapon. I just can't imagine what could go wrong. No fire? No explosions? So whats the
point of your story? Those who are too smart to engage in politics are punished by being
governed by those who are dumber. We all got problems. Ksharp I like vintage bikes because
they take me away from the clutter of technology that I work with everyday and back to a
simpler time of mechanical elegance and simplicity.. Clearly it IS a massive problem. Thanks
Tools, Not a vented cap also, the fittings are nothing more than threaded holes. No tubes inside
the tank. I want to use the bottom two fittings but that puts the intake and return lines right next
to each other. Do you think this will work or do I need to take the return line to one of the top
fittings? It should not make any difference. As long as the feed is on the bottom it will work.
Free forum by Nabble. Edit this page. Do not ask questions here. Search everywhere only in this
topic. Advanced Search. Classic List Threaded. Homemade oil lines-PowerGrip hose clamps. I
decided it would be a good time to replace my oil lines while the bike is down waiting on clutch
parts to arrive. Not happening. These things are awesome. I had no idea how much they cost.
When I pushed the lines on the old fitting they were snug,but you could still rotate the hose on
the fittings. After heating the clamps i could not rotate them no matter how hard I tried. My heat
gun is a or degree model. I used the degree setting per manufacturers rec. It takes about 30
seconds before the clamp is fully seated it seems. Nice clean look,no running back and forth to
get hoses crimped in town and fear of the end getting rotated wrong and you can do it at home
for a few bucks. This is the clamp before I heated it. It was not a very tight fit so I was curious if
it would really shrink as much as it said it would. Here it is after shrinking. It pinched down nice
and even and you can see where it really bit down around the end of the hose. A little carb
cleaner on a rag wiped the printing off. Re: Homemade oil lines-PowerGrip hose clamps. Oil
lines,water,fuel. Anything that is not high pressure. They are stock length. Lucky 1. Can you tell
me what size the oil hoses are. I need to make some up too. Did you get the hose through JEGS
also? On a Roadstar Adventure. I got the hoses and all local. I checked out the clamps on JEGS
just out of curiosity of the price. It's an odd size. I'd almost bet it's Japanese or something In
reply to this post by pat english. Pat,these are the lines for my bike I'm riding now,not the one
I'm building. Just clarifying. This post was updated on. I tried worm drive clamps, and they did
not work, period -- oil shot past them, in a jet-stream, making a nice puddle on the ground, right
in the path of my rear tire This was while the engine was idling, at 1, RPM. Fortunately, it
happened immediately, while I was testing it, on the centerstand. I had to use T-bolt clamps the
only way they will leak, is if the hose bursts Do your homework, and be safe. That's a great
point Sarge. I don't know if these would work on a DOHC or not. The oil lines on the SOHC are
pretty low pressure. One side just drains back to the oil pan. If you have the cap off of the oil
tank while it's running and Rev the motor you can see the oil swirl around, but its not jetting out
of the lines. I don't know what the actual pressure is on that line, but is not the same high
pressure that goes through the engine. I plan to look up the specs on these this evening to see
what pressures they will hold. There's gonna be two tanks on that bike. Maybe work will let up
some and I can actually finish building them. In reply to this post by sgtslag. Worm drive clamps
are only good to about 40 lbs of pressure, so any more line pressure than that will definitely
squeeze by. Hard to believe something that only gets torqued to inch pounds can hold that
much pressure. There are other brands of worm drive clamps rated at 75 lbs, and lbs, though I
no longer have the links. Get some T-Bolt spring clamps they look like the worm drive clamps,
but with a different screw which I've seen most able to hold lbs of line pressure torque varies
from inch pounds on these Something like this T-Bolt Hose Clamp- High Pressure They're used
in hydraulic hoses and fuel injection applications, so they should hold your oil line if you need a
quick but ugly solution. Two wheels move the soul. T-bolts are awesome,but I couldn't find any
around here. Hard to believe,I know. I was hunting for t0bolts when I found these. I hate worm
gear clamps. I had on blow on the lower radiator hose on the Olds one day and almost ate the
wall. I had to hunt in the dark, myself -- I had never heard of a T-bolt clamp. I went to an auto
parts store, asking for high pressure clamps, after my oil cooler began leaking I had two worm
clamps on the hoses, but it was oozing oil out. They showed me some smaller T-bolt clamps,
intended for use on fuel lines, for fuel-injected cars. The guy told me the injectors ran at around
40 PSI. I bought a set, and used them to secure a bypass hose on the cooler, to get us home. I
could not find larger 1" T-bolts locally, and I looked -- I visited more than 6 shops, of varying
types! I ended up buying them off of e-Bay, and waiting for them to ship. In the end, it was worth
it. I never knew Thanks, Mark! They've been on the cooler's hoses for over 2, miles, now,

without issue. They work, remarkably well. I, too, hate worm clamps, as they are just not strong
enough, for my comfort zone. I needed six of them, minimum Those are just estimates of their
pressure limits. I've never found real specs on it, that's just the range I can recommend based
on selling them to racers for 16 years and seeing what they used them on at the track. I got a
good feel for what works where as I've seen thousands of applications of clamps for dozens of
purposes. I've seen guys with leaky early model efi lines 74psi use TWO worm drive clamps on
the one end with the screws degrees apart and it held until they got home. I wouldn't
recommend that for long term use though. I would love to see some actual published numbers
from the mfr. Hmmm, I have internet, and nothing to do Well,I put over hard! So far so good I
don't have an anger problem. I have an idiot problem. Hank Hill Never confuse education for
intelligence. Happiness is a belt fed weapon. I just can't imagine what could go wrong. No fire?
No explosions? So whats the point of your story? Those who are too smart to engage in politics
are punished by being governed by those who are dumber. We all got problems. Ksharp I like
vintage bikes because they take me away from the clutter of technology that I work with
everyday and back to a simpler time of mechanical elegance and simplicity.. Clearly it IS a
massive problem. In reply to this post by pat english Pat,these are the lines for my bike I'm
riding now,not the one I'm building. In reply to this post by pat english There's gonna be two
tanks on that bike. In reply to this post by sgtslag Worm drive clamps are only good to about 40
lbs of pressure, so any more line pressure than that will definitely squeeze by. Free forum by
Nabble. Edit this page. In , Honda revamped the model line, which had evolved to become a
reliable, comfortable tourer, with the addition of the CBF Super Sport. This model was
engineered to take the back to its superbike roots with improved performance, handling, and
braking combined with a more radical style highlighted by the four-into-one exhaust. The bike
featured a 4-into-1 exhaust with a plastic rear cowling around the seat painted the same color as
the tank. The side covers were black. Spoke wheels were used with a front and rear single disk
brakes. The only change for this model year was the introduction of green gauge faces. The
engine received a number of modifications after engine including a new camshaft; new pistons
producing a compression ratio of 9. A red gas tank stripe with gold pinstripe accents was
added. The side covers, rear cowling, and gas tank were now all painted the same basic color.
Comstar wheels were added with dual front brake disks. The engine and fork legs were now
painted black. Big Fours. Last updated on Apr 20, Copy Download. Welcome, Guest. Please
login or register. Home Help Login Register Donate. Author Topic: making custom oil lines for
honda cb? Read times. Hey Lou, Keep digging around on the forum, I had the same questions
as you and found them here. I believe a common fitting for custom oil tanks is AN I believe the
hose size required is close enough to work with the stock fittings that go into the engine.
Alternatively, Cycle Exchange does offer oil line adapters to help with the conversion, but with
the Cyclex ones you will be reducing the i. Personally, I'm going with the AN fittings. Cheers
Dan. I make mine by lokal Hydraulic -shop for 15 euros! I buy also 2 Viton seals ,and polish
conectors myself. For me max 20 bucks. JPG Really Old Timer Posts: 13, Northern Virginia.
Easy enough to do, if you reuse original fitings. There is not much pressure in those lines, even
clamp will hold. I made mine crimping SS ferules. Geeto67 A grumpy Old Timer Posts: 2, First
off - its a Tank not a bag. Tanks have a rigid structure, bags are soft and floppy. Every time I
hear someone say oil bag I just think he's read too many issues of "the Horse" Here is the only
advice I can give you: make sure you keep the lines the same internal diameter as stock. These
engines make oil pressure like a car psi vs 15psi max for same year Suzuki Gs but they also
need the volume. Quote from: Geeto67 on August 24, , am. Elan Expert Posts: Oil Pump Kits are
Available on eBay! See my eBay store! Very nice! Love the pipes and rear fender! The oil "bag"
thing is just a pet peeve. Like when people call an engine a motor motors are electric, and I am
guilty of this one sometimes only to be corrected by my engineering friends. You do very good
work. Too good for the horse in my opinion but try to get one of the other custom bike
magazines to look at a non HD custom, its hard. Most people forget the lengths Honda
engineers went to to design the cb engine. Plexi windows in the cylinder to view combustion,
flow benches to tune the intake tract from airbox to combustion chamber, really advanced stuff
for the day that is common place now. The secret to the cbs longevity is the oil system.
Correction, threads on the oil tank are M22x1. I don't think there is a standard fitting sold in US
to fit these. Actually granger stocks that fitting size and it isn't hard to come by at all. Ironically
m22x1. You can get nice aeroquip fittings in both those sizes. The bungs on the other hand are
harder to come by but something tells me if you needed to you could buy the die and thread a
piece of pipe if you needed to. Hmm, you don't say: Thank you, I will check them out. Posts: 6,
Quote from: motorlou on August 23, , pm. Posts: 28, They were oil bags It looks like a bag.. It
doesnt bother me at all There are lots of slang terms for bike parts, some stray from the regional
area they started from.. One we had here.. Canada My next bike will be a.. Green, had it for 3

decades!! Lost quite a few CB 's along the way. PeWe Really Old Timer Posts: 10, Bike almost
back to the 70's Not the cheapiest solution but will work without any struggle. Quote from: on
August 24, , pm. Or spring seats.. They have been building them over a hundred years. Teens or
twenties.. Pogostick seat came in at the end of the thirties So till10years or so ago. When you
said a bike or bicycle had a springer, it meant the frontend.. I was put on Earth to accomplish a
certain number of things. Now I'm so far behind, I'll never die! Holy crap, I should start making
those. Yeah, you could You gotta wonder why they don't ship the hose to USA to save some
time and expense? The story is a good promo for people who know nothing about engineering
and manufacturing. I'm really must limit this discussion, but your suggestion was tried. Have
you checked the cost of shipping an oversized roll of braided stainless from Europe? Then the
assembly costs are passed to the US. Heck, even finding someone in the US who has the
correct jaws for the Honda-style crimping is problematic. Fortunately, we have friends and
associates in Europe who can assist us in producing parts that are difficult to make in the US.
Seriously, if you think it's worth it to you, go for it. It's a lot easier to armchair a dream than to
make it really happen. Yeah, we make these and we go through the hoops to bring
uncompromised quality parts to the CB enthusiast. Sorry that our chat has to be so short, but
we're busy designing and manufacturing parts like our reproduction Giuliari seats US, Europe,
UK components , Read-Titan cafe tanks and seats US , and a range of other CBcentric products.
By all means, use your considerable expertise to join us in investing the time and financial
resources to create new or better products for our fellow SOHC enthusiasts. Most will
appreciate and support your efforts. Just don't expect to retire on the proceeds from this niche.
I have now ordered a complete oil line set together with other CB parts, no need to vandalize my
old with a result not that good as the CCC ones. If I let a mechanic work with my car or
motorcycle for one hour, the labour only exceeds the cost for these oil lines shipped to my
door. If you see what you get, it's a very good price when the pair is complete. Other
alternatives are usually hoses only. They have parts not found anywhere else. SMF 2. This
listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast
shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the
item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in
new window or tab. Seller information bobcovintagecyclepartsllc Contact seller. Visit store. See
other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest.
Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime Member. Calculate Varies
based on location and shipping method. Item location:. Cortland, Ohio, United States. Ships to:.
United States and many other countries See details. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by bobcovintagecyclepartsllc. Bobco Vintage Cycle Parts bobcovintagecyclepartsllc
Search within store. Categories Brand Year Other. Bobco Vintage Cycle Parts We buy vintage
motorcycles, parts, and collections! Check the shipping tab for other shipping options. We try
to have accurate shipping prices, however, if you feel a shipping cost seems incorrect, please
send us a message prior to purchase. All in person pickup orders must be picked up with 6
months, or are considered abandoned. Powered by MotoLister The most powerful listing tool
for ebay motors. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not

specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. Shipping to: Worldwide. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be
shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more opens in a new window or tab. There are 1 items available. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 1. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or
exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or
tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab
Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Not Specified.
Bobco Vintage Cycle Parts. We buy vintage motorcycles, parts, and collections! This oil tank is
another addition to the CCR collection and I am pleased to now offer to you on my parts page
and this is a great product and ready to fit. I have tried this in a number of frames and am happy
at the way this sits, now- this has tabs welded to the sides of the tank to help you mount it. This
steel Oil tank is of sturdy construction and has been pressure tested so no worries with any
leaks etc, this tucks under the frame and seat base too. This is just placed in the frame and then
with the tabs you decide where you want to bolt this unit as you moved it both ways to where
ever you would like. If you are building a cool project such as a Cafe Racer, Brat, Chopper,
Bobber or a Custom ride, this is a great way to go and opens up that frame too. This also comes
with the fittings for the motor and the adapter plate and rubber O-Rinds to fit to the side of your
engine and clean that area up as well. I will be having a few more different styles of oil tanks for
the Honda so keep checking back to my parts page for more cool tanks. Thanks for looking and
if you want any more information on this just drop me a few lines down at carpys
carpyscaferacers. You can also sling some coinage in the Ear Trumpet and give me a holla at
and we can have a chin wag if you so wish to. Your Review. Save my name, email, and website
in this browser for the next time I comment. Honda CB Brake System Parts. Have a Question?
Contact Us My Account Wishlist. T-shirts Helmets. Polishing Services Vapor Blasting Service.
Add to Wishlist. Product added! Browse Wishlist. The product is already in the wishlist!
Comments comments. Weight 5. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Related Products. These
ones are for the to CB K models but I am selling them for the Super sport on another page just
for that model, so check on that if you have a CBF as these ones will be too short for the F
model. We have sold over of these and they are a great look, we offer SILVER or Black, the
Black is still braided steel with a cool Vintage Cloth material over the top but its the same as the
Silver one underneath that sheath cover. Just cut the crimped band on your old hoses and then
pull the alloy barbed ends out and simply push fit to our hoses, once you have these in, push
the hoses in place on the bike, remembering to make sure you have your O-Ring on the motor
end and the alloy crush washer inside the top end, then fit and tighten the screw and you are
done. I have done so many of these over the years and I love the way they look and of course
function,have a look. These are always an added Bonus to your machine as the old hoses rot
out and the quickest way to seize your engine is to have one of those original hoses let go and
you will lose oil so fast it will be gone faster than cheap gas at ESSO. I use these on all our rides
and have done for many many years, these really dress the engine side up of the bike really
well. I cut down an old crescent wrench so that I am able to get to the nut under the oil tank,
else a standard wrench wont fit as the frame will catch it. I have sold over of these sets over the
years and continue to do so. People have purchased from us for many years and all over the
Globe and we love to hear from you as you send us photos of the products on your bike. So
treat your self to a set and of course your machine as that is where they get all the oil-grim and
dirt on the original ones and look untidy. We try and help the best we can and sure hope you
like what we do here in La Mirada, we are a one stop shop and always great to hear from you all.
Have a look and see what you think, we love using them on our machines as the original ones
just fall apart. We have many more cool parts for your ride, so be sure to check all the website
and of course we ship all over the globe and 6 days a week too. These are really great quality
and Aircraft quality all the way and the best bang for your hard earned buck!!! Plus these are
really affordable and you wont have to lose your shirt to pay for them too, Plus These are Made
in the USA. Just cut your old Barbed ends off your worn out lines and push fit the fittings into
our clamps, fit to blke and tighten clamps and you are done, so easy. If you are building a Cafe
Racer, Chopper, Brat or a Classic looking ride, then look no further as we have done these here
in California since Feb We were the FIRST to do these 18 years ago and still going strong to this
day and continue to make new parts for these machines. Keep checking back on the website as
we have more and more parts all the while I am adding, and we combine too and save you on

shipping as well. Below is a Black set we also make and will have them on our parts page too,
just check the down drop box to chose the color. We ship internationally and help with all the
Custom forms, that way you dont get hammered on any Duty like many companies fail to do.
Brake System Parts. Honda CB Have a Question? Contact Us My Account Wishlist. T-shirts
Helmets. Polishing Services Vapor Blasting Service. Add to Wishlist. Product added! Browse
Wishlist. The product is already in the wishlist! Add to cart. Description Additional Information
These ones are for the to CB K models but I am selling them for the Super sport on another
page just for that model, so check on that if you have a CBF as these ones will be too short for
the F model. They fit and look great and many people compliment them all the time. Comments
comments. Weight 1 lbs Dimensions 9 x 5 x 3 in CBF Related Products. Choose an option Black
Silver. Choose an option Clear. Well I am sure that over time your oil lines have frayed and now
looking bade and also you may be building a Bike be it a Cafe Racer, a Brat or a ChopperBobber etc and want to run a cool oil tank? This takes all the headaches out of struggling with
your oil lines and trying to crimp the old ends etc, that always ends in disaster and as you are
well aware, those Oil lines are the Blood to the heart of the motor. I have used these a few times
on my own builds and sold over sets of these adapters and people love them, so much better
than trying to make something yourself. I have used it on a Bike recently and loved it, so easy
and so cool to use as a Custom part to your machine, have a look and you decide if you feel that
this is a great set up for your Machine, these are tried and tested with NO issues, and I am glad
that you are interested in this set up for your SOHC Motor. A easy way to solve one of the Major
issues with the 40 year old machines of the SOHC and I love this product and will be using on
many of my machines from now on. This is designed to fit from right up to SOHC engines and
bolts right on. If you need any more photos or information, be sure to email me here at carpy
carpyscaferacers.
ebay trucks parts
2003 hyundai santa fe starter location
95 civic ignition switch wiring diagram
I love this part and am sure you will do too? We ship all over the globe and this will fit in a Flat
Rate envelope too. So if you are building your unique machine and want to have your own
custom oil tank, or even one of ours, this adapter is just the ticket to make sure all gets
transferred to where it is supposed to go. Your Review. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Honda CB Greased Lighting Lamps. Fits ANY 12v
Machine. Have a Question? Contact Us My Account Wishlist. T-shirts Helmets. Polishing
Services Vapor Blasting Service. Add to Wishlist. Product added! Browse Wishlist. The product
is already in the wishlist! Description Additional Information Reviews 0 Hey guys n Gals Well I
am sure that over time your oil lines have frayed and now looking bade and also you may be
building a Bike be it a Cafe Racer, a Brat or a Chopper- Bobber etc and want to run a cool oil
tank? Comments comments. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Related Products.

